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Abstract

Purpose: The main aim of this experiment was to establish the extent to which the impression of foreignness in speakers with Foreign Accent Syndrome (FAS) is in any way comparable to the impression of foreignness in speakers with a real foreign accent.

Method: Three groups of listeners attributed accents to conversational speech samples of 5 FAS speakers which were embedded amongst those of 5 speakers with a real foreign accent and 5 native speaker controls. The listener groups differed in their familiarity with foreign accented speech and speech pathology.

Results: The findings indicate that listeners’ perceptual reactions to the three groups of speakers are essentially different at all levels of analysis. The native speaker controls are unequivocally considered as native speakers of Dutch while the speakers with a real foreign accent are very reliably assessed as non-native speakers. The speakers with Foreign Accent Syndrome, however, are in some sense perceived as foreign and in some sense as native by listeners, but not as foreign as speakers with a real foreign accent nor as native as real native speakers. This result may be accounted for in terms of the trigger-support model of foreign accent perception.

Conclusions: The findings of the experiment is consistent with the idea that the very nature of the foreign accent in different in both groups of speakers, although it cannot be fully excluded that the perceived foreignness in the two groups is one of degree.
1. Introduction

Foreign Accent Syndrome (FAS) is a motor speech disorder in which patients develop a speech accent which is notably different from their premorbid accent. Although it is the only motor speech disorder which is defined purely in terms of the perceptual impression it invokes in listeners, the systematic study of foreign accent perception in FAS speakers itself has received very little attention. The main focus has been on the incidental assessment of accents in FAS speakers in order to confirm investigators’ impression of a foreign accent in these patients.

Foreign Accent Syndrome was first described more than 100 years ago by the French neurologist Pierre Marie (1907). He reported a change in regional accent in a patient after his recovery from anarthria following a subcortical left hemisphere stroke. The speaker from Paris had developed ‘a noticeable Alsatian accent which he did not have before’ (Marie 1907: 159; own translation). Since this statement about 50 cases have appeared in the literature (Dankovicova & Hunt, 2011) which have been classified by Verhoeven & Mariën (2010) into three distinct taxonomical types: neurogenic, psychogenic and mixed. In neurogenic FAS the accent change results from damage to the central nervous system. Besides an acquired type of neurogenic FAS, a developmental variant has recently been identified by Mariën, Verhoeven, Wackenier, Engelborghs, & De Deyn (2009) who described FAS in the context of developmental apraxia of speech and specific language impairment.

The second type of FAS is psychogenic in which there is no evidence of neurological damage and the accent change is rooted in psychological issues of the speaker. Verhoeven, Mariën, Engelborghs, D’Haenen, & De Deyn (2005), for instance, described a Dutch patient who in the context of a conversion disorder developed a strong French accent and severe gait impairments that emerged after having been involved in a near car accident.

The third FAS variant is mixed: initially the accent develops as a result of neurological damage. However, this accent change causes a strong feeling of loss of identity in the patient and the psychological effect of this is such that the patient seems to make a deliberate attempt to ‘improve’ the authenticity of the accent in order to create a more acceptable new identity (Laures-Gore, Contado Henson, Weismer, & Rambow, 2006).
From a perceptual point of view, it is remarkable that a motor speech disorder is perceived by listeners as a foreign accent and it has remained unclear which underlying mechanisms create this impression of foreignness. It has been hypothesized that the speech of patients with Foreign Accent Syndrome contains atypical speech characteristics which may lead to the perception of a ‘generic’ rather than a ‘specific’ foreign accent (Kurowski, Blumstein & Alexander 1996). FAS speech sounds generally foreign and any specific accent that is heard is assumed to depend on the experience listeners have had with foreign accents. Miller, Lowit & Sullivan (2006) point out that “Typically, accents heard are those within the experience of a listener or speech community. Parisians hear Alsatian; listeners in England hear a change to Welsh, Scots, French; Australians hear a Chinese/Japanese accent; a German accent is heard during the time of German occupation in Norway. Noticeably we do not hear of a British English speaker in England being described as developing an Ibo or Tagalog accent, even though their speech may contain features of these languages. In other words listeners focus on salient elements in speech, and these are interpreted through their experiential and attitudinal filters” (p. 404). This is to say that ultimately, the foreign accent does not reside in the speaker, but in the perception of the listener.

The perception of foreign accentedness in FAS was investigated in Di Dio, Schulz & Gurd (2006) and Dankovicova & Hunt (2011). Di Dio et al. (2006) studied the accent identification abilities of naïve judges concerning FAS speech samples and real foreign accented speech. For this purpose, an accent attribution experiment was carried out in which short speech samples of two English female FAS speakers were perceptually assessed by 52 naïve listeners. The foreign accents of these patients had previously been identified by an experienced phonetician as French and Scottish respectively. Speech samples of these patients were embedded amongst 6 samples of speakers with a natural foreign accent (3 French, 3 Scottish), who served as controls. In the experiment, listeners had to identify each accent and they were asked to give a confidence rating concerning their accent judgement on a 5-point scale ranging from ‘very confident’ to ‘not confident at all’. The results of this experiment reveal that naïve listeners are generally more consistent and confident in assigning accents to the real foreign accents than to FAS speakers. In addition, there was inconclusive evidence that familiarity of listeners with
foreign accents plays a role in assessing the real foreign accents, but not so in the speakers with foreign accent syndrome.

The second study into the perception of FAS was carried out by Dankovicova & Hunt (2011) who investigated the impressions of foreignness and impairment in one single FAS patient whose speech was assessed in the context of speech samples of 2 native speaker controls and 3 speakers with a real foreign accent (French, Italian and Greek).

The assessment was carried out by 10 native speakers of English who had to rate the speakers in terms of the degree of foreign accentedness and the degree of impairment.

From the results it appears that the FAS speaker was considered as strongly foreign as the speakers with a real foreign accent. In terms of impairment, the FAS speaker was considered only very slightly impaired.

Although the results of Di Dio et al. (2006) and Dankovicova & Hunt (2011) are thought provoking, it has to be recognized that these experiments had several limitations, the first of which is that in both cases a very small number of FAS speakers were presented against the background of a highly restricted range of foreign accents. Furthermore, the listener panels were quite uniform in that they consisted of a single group of naïve listeners so that the results may not be generalizable to other groups of listeners with varying degrees of experience with foreign accents. Finally, the experimental design was such that no conclusive inferences can be made about the accuracy of the accent attributions. For these reasons, it was decided to carry out a more comprehensive perceptual study of FAS, the general aim of which was to investigate the foreign accent impression in FAS as compared to that in speakers with a real foreign accent.

2. Materials and methods

This study consists of an accent attribution experiment in which 123 native speakers of Dutch listened to the (foreign) accent and assessed the linguistic background of 5 speakers who had previously been diagnosed with FAS. Samples of these speakers’ conversational speech were randomly incorporated within speech samples of 5 speakers with a real foreign accent and speech samples of 5 native speakers of Dutch with no trace of a foreign accent but with clearly identifiable regional accents. In addition to these...
speaker differences, the listeners from the listener panel differed in their familiarity with foreign accented speech and with speech pathology.

2.1. Speech samples
The speech samples that were used in the experiment were obtained in informal interviews with the subjects. They were asked to speak freely about general topics such as their professional background, hobbies, holidays etc. These interviews were recorded by means of a Marantz Solid State Recorder (PMD660) and an AKG head-mounted condensor microphone (CL444). All the recordings were made in a quiet setting without contaminating background noise. From these recordings, one speech sample was selected for each speaker. From a content point of view, care was taken that these samples did not contain any indications about the speakers’ professional background or medical history. In addition, care was taken to select the samples in such a way that they did not contain any indications of the speakers’ nationality. Furthermore, they did not contain any grammatical/morphological errors of any kind and care was taken that they consisted of a complete and semantically coherent conversational topic. These selection criteria meant that there was variability in the duration of the individual samples, which ranged between 25 and 85 seconds. The speech samples were digitized with a sampling frequency of 44,100 Hz by means of the signal processing package PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink, 2007) prior to their perceptual assessment.

2.2. The speakers
The speech samples came from three groups of speakers. The first one consisted of 5 speakers who had previously been diagnosed with FAS. One speaker was male, the others female. A summary description of the speakers is given in table 1:

INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

Several of these speakers were described in detail elsewhere, particularly FAS1 (Mariën et al 2006; Mariën & Verhoeven 2007, Verhoeven & Mariën 2010), FAS6 (Mariën & Verhoeven, 2007), FAS7 (Verhoeven, et al, 2005) and FAS10 (Mariën et al, 2009). In
terms of the FAS taxonomy that was discussed earlier, there were four speakers with neurogenic FAS (FAS1, FAS6, FAS10, FAS15) and one speaker with the psychogenic type (FAS7). They were all adults. Although the total number of FAS speakers in this experiment may seem quite small in real terms, it has to be emphasized that these 5 FAS speakers represent 10 % of the 50 FAS speakers which have been reported in the professional literature since the syndrome was mentioned for the first time by Marie in 1907 (Dankovicova & Hunt, 2011). Furthermore, this number represents the second largest group study on Foreign Accent Syndrome to date (Edwards et al., 2005).

The second group consisted of 5 non-native speakers of Dutch with a Real Foreign Accent (RFA). These speakers were matched for gender with the Foreign Accent Syndrome speakers, but no attempt was made to match the accents to those that had been informally reported for the FAS patients. The accents were selected to reflect differences in familiarity with these accents to native speakers of Belgian Dutch. From a Belgian perspective, an informal familiarity ranking is: French > German > Southern British English > Canadian English > Korean. A summary description of the RFA speakers’ background is given in table 2:

**INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE**

The third group consisted of 5 native speaker controls who showed no trace of a foreign accent (NSC). All these speakers were secondary school teachers of Dutch and can thus be regarded as having a standard pronunciation which represents a reference norm. These speakers were chosen from a database of conversational speech samples of 160 native speakers of Dutch that were collected in the context of a project about pronunciation variation in Belgium and the Netherlands. The design of this corpus is described in detail in Verhoeven, De Pauw & Kloots (2004). These speakers were chosen to provide matches in terms of gender and regional accent: each FAS speaker was matched by a control speaker from exactly the same geographical region in Belgium or the Netherlands. The characteristics of these speakers are summarized in table 3:

**INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE**
2.3. The listener panel
The listener panel consisted of 123 listeners who were all native speakers of (Belgian) Dutch (Verhoeven, 2005). The panel comprised three subgroups on the basis of their familiarity with foreign accent/pathological speech. The participants in group 1 were professional listeners who were thoroughly familiar with the assessment of speech and language pathology: the 37 members of this group were advanced students in Speech and Language Pathology from Ghent University. Although the latter were trained to assess speech and language pathology, they had had only very limited training in dialectology or sociophonetics.

The listeners in group 2 were 42 advanced students in psychology from the Vrije Universiteit Brussel who had no experience in the formal assessment of foreign accents nor in assessing speech pathology. As students of a university in the capital city of Belgium, it should be conceded that they all may have had some informal exposure to foreign accents given the multilingual environment of modern day urban Belgium.

Group 3 consisted of 44 teachers of Dutch as a Foreign Language: as a result of their professional involvement with foreign language teaching, it is clear that they are highly familiar with hearing a wide range of foreign accents on a daily basis. Nevertheless, their familiarity with speech pathology can be assumed to be limited.

2.4. Materials
The speech samples of all the speakers were assembled on a digital tape. The sequential order of the samples was random. In order to give the listener panel enough time to complete an accent-assessment form for each speaker, each speech sample was repeated three times.

2.5. Speaker assessment
For each speaker, the listener panel was given a separate scoring sheet on which they had to freely attribute an accent to each speaker. In addition to accent identification, listeners had to rate the confidence in their own accent attributions on a 7-point scale between the extremes ‘very uncertain’ (1) and ‘very certain’ (7). Furthermore, they had to score each
speaker on a 7-point scale of nativity between the extremes ‘Definitely a non-native speaker of Dutch’ (1) and ‘Definitely a native speaker of Dutch’ (7).

2.6. Procedure
The speech samples were played to the listeners in open field at their respective institutions. First, the listeners read the instructions to the test and provided information about their sociological background on a questionnaire. Then participants heard two practice speech samples to familiarize themselves with the task. Subsequently, the speech sample of each speaker was played to the listeners three times. Following this, listeners were given 3 minutes to complete the questionnaire for the corresponding speech sample.

3. Results
In the first instance, the results were analysed in terms of the accent attribution to the three groups of speakers.

3.1. Differences between speakers
In order to visualise the range of accents that were attributed to the different speakers in the experiment, a contingency table was compiled which lists the attributed accents for the different groups of speakers. This is illustrated in figure 1. Pearson ChiSquare was significant at p < 0.0001, indicating that the distribution of attributed accents in the three speaker groups was significantly different.

**INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE**

Figure 1 clearly shows that the speakers with a real foreign accent as well as the FAS speakers were attributed a wide range of accents. In order to visualize the strength of the association between the three groups of speakers in the test and the attributed accents, a correspondence analysis was carried out (Clausen, 1998). Correspondence analysis is a technique which analyses “the association between two or more categorical variables by representing the categories of the variables as points in a low-dimensional space. Categories with similar distributions [are] represented as points that are close in the
space, and categories that have very dissimilar distributions [are] positioned far apart’ (Clausen 1998: 2). In the present analysis the first categorical variable is constituted by the different speaker groups, while the second categorical variable represents the different accents attributed by the judges in the listener panel. The results of this analysis are given in figure 2:

**INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE**

In figure 2, the horizontal axis (c2) separates the individual speakers, i.e. the further they are apart on the plot, the more dissimilar they are in terms of accent attribution. The vertical axis (c1) represents the different attributed accents. As a result of this, the distances between the different speakers (crosses) and the accents (squares) represent the strength of association between the speakers and the attributed accents.

The results of the correspondence analysis indicate that the speaker groups in the experiment cluster with different attributed accents. On the left hand side of figure 2, the analysis identifies two groups of native speaker controls (dashed circles). The left-most circle consists of speakers NSC2, NSC5 and NSC8, representing the native speaker controls with a Belgian Dutch accent. The lowest cluster is represented by speakers NSC3 and NSC9, i.e. the native speaker controls with a Holland Dutch accent.

On the extreme right-hand side of figure 2, the group of speakers with real foreign accents is represented by the dotted circle. The correspondence analysis indicates that speakers RFA11 and RFA12 are most strongly associated with a German accent, speaker RFA13 with an African accent, speaker RFA14 with an Eastern European accent and speaker RFA4 with a somewhat ambiguous English accent that is neither British nor North American.

The last group of speakers in the correspondence analysis consists of the speakers with Foreign Accent Syndrome: these are indicated in figure 2 by the solid circle. This group is situated mid-way between the RFA-group and the native speaker controls. Speakers FAS1, FAS7 and FAS10 are strongly correlated with a French accent and speaker FAS6 is most strongly associated with a Moroccan accent. It can be noted that FAS15 does not have strong associations with any particular accent, but the speaker also occupies an
intermediate position on the graph between the real foreign accent group and the Holland Dutch control speakers.

In addition, the nativity assessment was analysed for the three groups of speakers. This analysis was also done by means of correspondence analysis. In this case the different speaker groups constitute the first categorical variable, while the second one is made up of the nativity scores on the 7-point scale. The results of this analysis is given in figure 3:

**INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE**

In figure 3 the crosses represent the different speaker groups, while the squares represent the different nativity ratings. From this graph it is clear that the native speaker control group (NSC) is (unsurprisingly) most strongly associated with the highest scores of nativity (i.e. score 7: ‘definitely a native speaker’), while the speakers with a real foreign accent are most strongly associated with the lowest scores of nativity (i.e. score 1: ‘definitely NOT a native speaker’). The FAS speakers most strongly associate with scores 3 and 4 on the 7-point scale which indicates doubt in the listening panel as to whether the FAS speakers are native speakers or not.

3.2. Differences between listeners

Differences in accent attribution between the listener groups were analysed by first compiling a contingency table which lists the different accents attributed by the three groups of listeners. This is illustrated in figure 4. Pearson ChiSquare indicates that the differences in accent attribution by the three groups are significant at \( p < 0.0001 \).

**INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE**

The contingency table was further submitted to correspondence analysis, the result of which is illustrated in figure 5:

**INSERT FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE**
From figure 5 it appears that the three groups of listeners are associated with different accents: the naïve listeners have the strongest association with a French accent, while the speech therapists’ perceptual judgements are closest to Moroccan and German. Interestingly, the Teachers of Dutch as a Foreign Language are most strongly associated with a Belgian Dutch accent, i.e. this group attributed this accent more frequently than the other groups. In fact this applies particularly to the FAS speakers, who were attributed a Belgian Dutch accent by 33% of the TDFL (vs. NA=21%, ST=20%). In assessing the speakers with a real foreign accent, no such differences were found: TDFL= 25%, NA= 25%, ST = 23%). Furthermore, it can be noted in figure 5 that all the groups in the listener panel closely cluster around the more familiar accents, while the more ‘exotic’ accents are located on the periphery of the accent space.

In order to investigate how well the listeners of the listener panel agreed in attributing accents to the different speaker groups, Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960) was calculated between each individual listener and the other listeners in the listener panel. This was done separately for the assessments of the three groups of speakers (NSC, RFA and FAS). These measures should provide an indication as to how consistent the members of the listener panel have been in attributing particular accents to groups of speakers. The mean Kappa scores for the three speaker groups are illustrated in figure 6:

**INSERT FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE**

From figure 6, it is clear that inter-rater agreement in accent attribution is excellent for the native speaker controls (Overall mean = 0.93), substantially lower for the Real Foreign Accent speakers (Overall mean = 0.38), and lower still for the Foreign Accent Syndrome speakers (Overall mean = 0.26).

These measures were further analysed by means of a two-way ANOVA with LISTENER GROUP and SPEAKER GROUP as independent variables. From this analysis, it appears that inter-rater agreement is significantly different in both SPEAKER (F(2, 7329) = 6589.80, p < 0.0001) and LISTENER GROUPS (F(2, 7329) = 13.0256, p < 0.0001). Interactions were not significant. The variable SPEAKER GROUP was further analysed by means of a Tukey HSD with alpha level 0.050: this analysis indicates that inter-rater
agreement between the different groups of speakers was significantly different. A similar analysis for the LISTENER GROUPS reveals that the TDFL agreed significantly better (x = 54.03) than both the naïve listeners (x = 52.71) and the speech therapists (x = 51.03) although the differences are in fact small in real terms.

As part of the questionnaire, the listeners were asked to rate their confidence in accent assignment. Listeners’ assessment was given on a 7-point rating scale between the extremes ‘Very uncertain’ (1) and ‘Very certain’ (7). The results are summarized in figure 7:

**INSERT FIGURE 7 ABOUT HERE**

Figure 7 indicates that the listener panel was extremely confident about rating the native speaker controls (x = 6.68) and quite confident regarding the speakers with a real foreign accent (x = 5.42). As far as the FAS speakers are concerned, the listener panel was least confident about their accent attributions (x = 2.65).

In order to investigate any statistically significant differences in confidence judgements, two 2-way ANOVAs were carried out. Such analysis of variance was considered appropriate here since the level of measurement was ordinal with at least 20 possible values (Clark-Carter, 1997): the listeners assessed each patient group on five 7-point scales, which yields a total of 45 possible ordinal values.

In the first analysis, LISTENER GROUP was treated as a random variable, while SPEAKER GROUP was the fixed variable. The results of this analysis reveals a significant effect of SPEAKER GROUP (F(2,360) = 2027.057, p < 0.0001). In the second analysis, SPEAKER GROUP was treated as a random variable, while LISTENER GROUP was regarded as a fixed variable. This analysis also revealed a significant effect of SPEAKER GROUP (F(2, 36) = 275.1404, p < 0.0001). In neither of the analyses was the variable LISTENER GROUP significant, nor was the interaction between LISTENER GROUP and SPEAKER GROUP. Post-hoc investigation of the differences between the speaker groups by means of Tukey HSD reveals that each of the speaker groups differ statistically significantly from each other.
In order to assess whether this result is generalizable to new listener groups as well as
new speaker groups, min F’ was calculated\(^1\) (Pring & Hunter, 1994). Min F’ for the
SPEAKER GROUP effect was found to be significant (min F’ (2, 42) = 242.25779, p <
0.0001), whereas Min F’ for the LISTENER GROUP was not significant. This indicates
that the present results can be generalized to other groups of speakers for the same
listeners.

4. Discussion
The findings from this accent attribution experiment can be looked at from the
perspective of either speaker or a listener perspective. From a speaker group perspective
there is little doubt about the mother tongue status of the native speaker control group. In
the assessment of nativity, these speakers were most strongly regarded as ‘Definitely a
native speaker of Dutch’, they were nearly unanimously attributed a Dutch accent (99 %)
and their regional accents (Belgian vs. Holland Dutch) were identified with great
accuracy (99 % correct). For these speakers there is the highest level of reported self-
confidence in the attributed accents (6.68 on a scale of 7) and the highest agreement
amongst the listeners as to the type of attributed accents (Kappa = 0.93).
Furthermore, there is little doubt about the foreign status of the speakers with a real
foreign accent. These speakers were most strongly associated with the category
‘Definitely NOT a native speaker of Dutch’ in the nativity assessment and an
overwhelming 97.2 % of the listeners attributed a foreign accent to these speakers, i.e. an
accent which is not Holland or Belgian Dutch. For this group there is quite a high level of
reported self-confidence in the accents attributed (5.42 on a scale of 7), although listeners
did not agree very well on the type of accents attributed (Kappa = 0.38). So listeners have
a very good intuition for real foreignness and are very accurate in their assessment of
nativity. Even the foreign accents with which they are unlikely to be familiar with are
interpreted as non-native. This is not to say, however, that listeners were accurate in
\[^1\] Min F’ is obtained using the following formula: min F’[i, j] = (F\(_i\) \times F\(_j\))/(F\(_i\)+F\(_j\)), where i
and j are its degrees of freedom. If the degrees of freedom of F\(_i\) are n and n\(_i\) and of F\(_j\) are
n and n\(_j\), then i = n and j is the nearest integer to j = (F\(_i\)+F\(_j\))^2/((F\(_i\)^2/n\(_2\)) + (F\(_j\)^2/n\(_1\))) (Pring
& Hunter, 1997).
identifying the true linguistic background of the speakers involved: accuracy of identification ranged from 13% (Korean) to 97% (German).

Finally, it appears that the speakers with Foreign Accent Syndrome significantly deviated from the previous groups at all levels of analysis. In the correspondence analysis the FAS speakers were positioned between the speakers with a real foreign accent and the native speaker controls. Furthermore, the assessment of nativity revealed that FAS speakers were assessed approximately neutrally. In addition, it was observed that these speakers were attributed a foreign accent in many cases (mean = 75.27%), but that they were also attributed a native Dutch accent (mean = 24.73%). For this group both the levels of reported self confidence in the accents attributed and agreement amongst the listeners in the accents assigned were the lowest of the three groups, i.e. 2.65 and Kappa = 0.26 respectively.

From these observations, it can be concluded that the listeners have been very successful in identifying the native speakers and almost equally successful in identifying the speakers with a real foreign accent as non-native (although the accuracy of accent identification may not have been high). FAS speakers, however, were not considered as native as the control native speakers and clearly not as foreign as the speakers with a real foreign accent: in other words they occupy an intermediate position. This finding is quite different from Dankovicova & Hunt (2011) who found their FAS patient to be assessed equally foreign as the speakers with a real foreign accent in the experiment.

The findings of this study are likely to be associated with the phonetic cues to foreignness/nativeness which are present in the speech of these groups of speakers. The perception results are consistent with the idea that in the speakers with a real foreign accent the speech markers of foreignness are frequent, strong, consistent and coherent enough to invoke the reliable identification of these speakers as non-native speakers. This does not seem to be the case in the speakers with foreign accent syndrome: the speech markers which could be interpreted as an indication of foreignness are probably not strong, consistent and coherent enough to be unequivocally interpreted as a foreign accent. This is clearly an area requiring further study. Nevertheless, the fact that FAS speech is identified as foreign by a very substantial proportion of the listener panel indicates that there must be cues in FAS speech which are suggestive of a foreign accent,
i.e. the impression of foreign accent is not entirely ‘in the ear of the beholder’ but is in fact to some extent inherent in the patient’s vocalisations (Carbary, Patterson & Snyder 2000).

In terms of the types of accent attributed, the correspondence analysis revealed that FAS speakers are most strongly associated with French and Moroccan, while the speakers with a real foreign accent are mainly associated with – from a Belgian perspective – more exotic accents. In Belgium, French and Moroccan can be assumed to be the most familiar accents: 40% of the Belgian population is French-speaking and this accent is heard regularly on the radio and television news and current affairs programs. A Moroccan accent can also be assumed to be familiar to most of the listener panel since Belgium has a very substantial Moroccan immigrant population and this accent is heard frequently in the urban centres.

The fact that FAS speech in this experiment is more strongly associated with the more familiar accents is quite different from the results in Di Dio et al (2006) who did find an influence of accent familiarity, but only in the speakers with a real foreign accent, not in the FAS speakers. The fact that FAS is more strongly associated with the more familiar accents is consistent with the linguistic relative view of FAS (Di Dio et al, 2006) which holds that listeners identify the accents in FAS with the ones with which they are most familiar.

In a listener group perspective, very little difference was found in the perceptual judgements of the three participating listener groups. The main point that emerged from the correspondence analysis is that the naïve listeners are most strongly associated with a French accent, while the speech therapists were loosely associated with a Moroccan, and German accent. However, the Teachers of Dutch as a Foreign Language were most inclined to assign a Belgian Dutch accent, particularly to the FAS speakers. These findings also suggest an effect of listener familiarity with foreign accents: the listener group with the widest experience in assessing foreign accents, i.e. the Teachers of Dutch as a Foreign Language, were most inclined to recognise the FAS-speakers as native speakers of Dutch, not as real foreigners.

An appealing framework within which to account for the results obtained in this experiment is that of markers in speech (Laver & Trudgill 1979; Verhoeven 2002). This
framework is based on the idea that the speech of every individual contains a wide range of characteristics which - rather than being communicative - provide ‘evidential’ information. Laver & Trudgill (1979) distinguish between three taxonomical categories of such markers: physical markers are ‘those that mark physical characteristics, such as age, sex, physique and state of health’ (p 3), psychological markers which ‘mark psychological characteristics of personality and affective state’ (p 3) and social markers which ‘mark social characteristics, such as regional affiliation, social status, educational status, occupation and social role’ (p 3). As far as the attribution process is concerned, Laver & Trudgill (1979) make a distinction between actual markers and misinterpreted markers. The former ‘accurately indicate a true characteristic of the speaker’ (p. 20), while the latter ‘are mistakingly interpreted by the listener as signalling a particular characteristic of the speaker when in fact the speaker is not actually thus characterizable’ (p. 26-27). In this perceptual experiment, listeners were near-perfect in correctly identifying the regional affiliation of the native speakers, i.e. the social markers in native speech were accurately interpreted by the listener panel. This also applied to the listener’s assessment of the real foreign accents: the collection of actual social markers in real foreign accented speech are so numerous, coherent and systematic that almost all listeners correctly consider these speech samples as foreign accented speech, even those accents with which listeners are unlikely to be familiar. Consistent with this framework was the finding that the Korean speech sample was regarded as an instance of real foreign accented speech by 99 % of the listeners in the listener panel. In addition, the listeners felt quite confident that their attributions were correct.

Foreign accent syndrome speech, however, can be assumed to contain a wide range of physical markers that are actually informative of the speaker’s physical state (i.e. motor speech disorder). A misinterpretation has then taken place: some of the physical markers which are actually informative of the speaker’s physical state (motor speech disorder) are misinterpreted as social markers that are then mistakingly taken to be cues of the speaker’s regional affiliation (regional or foreign accent) with which the listener has some familiarity. Interestingly, the process is clearly not triggered in all listeners since th FAS speakers are frequently perceived correctly as native speakers of Belgian Dutch. More concretely, apraxia of speech is characterized by state markers such as the inconsistent
stopping of fricatives. As it happens the stopping of fricatives (particularly the voiced velar fricative [V]) is a well-known characteristic of French speakers of Dutch and familiarity with this feature may trigger the misinterpretation process in which the speech impairment is considered as a foreign accent. In this misinterpretation process, listener familiarity with specific social markers suggesting foreign accent is crucial. Once this misinterpretation has taken place, it seems likely that other speech characteristics which existed before the occurrence of speech pathology may provide general support for a specific foreign accent interpretation (Verhoeven & Mariën, 2010). In some of the FAS speakers in this experiment the regionally-determined lack of a qualitative distinction between the high front vowels [i] and [I] in the Brabantine regional variant of Standard Dutch (Verhoeven, 2005) provides general support for perceiving a French accent after it was triggered by the stopping of the velar fricative [V] because this is also characteristic of the French vowel system. As a result of this trigger-support model a pattern of foreignness may be invoked in listeners which is in fact more apparent than real and which is essentially based on a misinterpretation of speech pathology features.

5. Conclusion

The results of this accent attribution experiment indicate that FAS speakers are assessed differently from speakers with a real foreign accent. This applies to all levels of analysis which indicates that FAS speakers are not perceived as foreign as speakers with a real foreign accent, while they are not perceived as equivalent to unimpaired native speakers. This may indicate that the impression of foreignness in FAS is fundamentally different from the impression of foreignness in real foreign accents and this can be accounted for by the trigger-support model of foreign accent perception in FAS.
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